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accompanying Following or accompanying as a consequence.
The accompanying documentation.

accretion
The coming together and cohesion of matter under the influence of
gravitation to form larger bodies.
The central city surrounded by recent accretions.

aim Have an ambitious plan or a lofty goal.
It was created with the conscious aim of answering immediate needs.

archaeological Related to or dealing with or devoted to archaeology.
An archaeological dig.

blob An indeterminate roundish mass or shape.
He made a string of blobs then hit a hundred.

caption Provide with a caption as of a photograph or a drawing.
The photograph was captioned Three little maids.

communique An official report (usually sent in haste.

contentious
Inclined or showing an inclination to dispute or disagree, even to engage
in law suits.
A style described as abrasive and contentious.

contents A list of divisions (chapters or articles) and the pages on which they start.
He emptied the contents of his pockets.

controversial Marked by or capable of arousing controversy.
A controversial decision on affirmative action.

controversy A contentious speech act; a dispute where there is strong disagreement.
The announcement ended a protracted controversy.

corporeal Affecting or characteristic of the body as opposed to the mind or spirit.
He was frank about his corporeal appetites.
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crux
A small conspicuous constellation in the southern hemisphere in the Milky
Way near Centaurus.
The crux of the matter is that attitudes have changed.

debatable Open to discussion or argument.
It is debatable whether the country is coming out of recession.

hank A coil or skein of wool, hair, or other material.
A thick hank of her blonde hair.

heading The direction or path along which something moves or along which it lies.
This topic falls under four main headings.

issue Prepare and issue for public distribution or sale.
The last issue of penicillin was over a month ago.

item Used to introduce each item in a list.
She had several items on her shopping list.

keynote Set the keynote of.
Individuality is the keynote of the Nineties.

matter Having consequence.
What did it matter to them.

qualitatively In a qualitative manner.
Our results differ qualitatively from previous studies.

question Ask someone questions especially in an official context.
There was a question about my training.

reenact Act out; represent or perform as if in a play.
Congress reenacted the law.

referent
The thing in the world that a word or phrase denotes or stands for.
The Morning Star and the Evening Star have the same referent the planet
Venus.

stuff Fill with a stuffing while cooking.
The trunk was full of stuff.

thematic Relating to or constituting a topic of discourse.
The book is organized into nine thematic chapters.

theme Give a particular theme or setting to a leisure venue event etc.
Love and honour are the pivotal themes of the Hornblower books.

thing Personal belongings or clothing.
Things are going well.

topic The subject matter of a conversation or discussion.
He kept drifting off the topic.
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weft
(in weaving) the crosswise threads on a loom that are passed over and
under the warp threads to make cloth.
Weft threads.
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